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Introduction
If p > , the beta function):
In , [] gave an extension of () in R  with the kernel  |+xy| λ ( < λ < ); [] gave another extension of () to the general kernel k λ (, xy) (λ > ) with a pair of conjugate exponents (p, q) and obtained the following multiple Hilbert-type integral inequality. Suppose that n ∈ N\{}, p i > , n i=
, and for any (r  , . . . , r n ) (r i > ), satisfies n i=
. . , n), then we have the following inequality:
where the constant factor k λ is the best possible. also considered a multiple Hilbert-type integral operator with the homogeneous kernel of -n + -degree and the relating particular case of () (for λ = n -,
In this paper, by using the way of weight functions and the technic of real analysis, a multiple Hilbert-type integral inequality with a non-homogeneous kernel is given. The operator expression with the norm, the reverses and some examples with the particular kernels are considered.
Some lemmas
Proof We find
, and then () is valid. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/73
Lemma  With the assumptions given in Lemma , then
Proof The sufficiency property is obvious. We prove the necessary property of the condition by mathematical induction in the following. For n = , there exists
is finite in a neighborhood of (λ  , . . . , λ n ), we find
then by the assumption for n, it follows
By mathematical induction, we prove that for n ∈ N \ {}, k( λ  , . . . , λ n- ) is continuous at (λ  , . . . , λ n- ).
Lemma  With the assumptions given in Lemma
. . , n),  < ε < min ≤i≤n {|p i |}δ, then we have
Proof Setting x n = x - n in (), we find
Setting u j = x j /x n (j = , . . . , n -) in the above integral, since λ -λ n = λ n , we find (replacing x n by x n )
by (), it follows
Without loss of generality, we estimate the case of j = n, e.t.
, and then by the Fubini theorem, it follows
Hence by (), we have
Since by Lemma  we find
then combining with (), we have ().
we have the reverse of ().
Proof () For p i >  (i = , . . . , n), by the Hölder inequality (cf.
[]) and (), it follows
For n ≥ , by the Hölder inequality again, it follows
Then by (), we have (). (Note: for n = , we do not use the Hölder inequality again in the above.) () For  < p  < , p i <  (i = , . . . , n), by the reverse Hölder inequality and in the same way, we obtain the reverses of ().
Main results and applications
With the assumptions given in Lemma , setting
. . , n), define the following real function http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/73 spaces:
and a multiple Hilbert-type integral operator T :
as follows: for where the constant factor k λ is the best possible; (ii) for  < p  < , p i <  (i = , . . . , n), using the formal symbols in the case of (i), we have the equivalent reverses of () and () with the same best constant factor.
